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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true when setting up Match Rules for Freight Payment in OTM? (Choose two.) 

A. The matching rule could be different for different service providers. 

B. You could specify several shipment reference values to match to. 

C. You need to specify at least one shipment reference number qualifier to match to. 

D. BM or Bill Of Lading is a mandatory shipment reference number qualifier to match to. 

E. The match rule will apply to all invoices, unless only certain service providers are specified on the match rule. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three methods can be used to convert currency rates used by Oracle Transportation Management (OTM)?
(Choose three.) 

A. Write an API to bring in rates from an external source. 

B. Set the value for the glog.currency.base property to your currency storage default. 

C. Set the exchange rates on Rate Records in OTM. 

D. Update rates manually using a CSV file. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 3

In order to be considered for the Match Pay process, what three of the following SECURE RESOURCES statuses must
a shipment be assigned? (Choose three.) 

A. Pickup Notification 

B. BOL 

C. Accepted 

D. Booked 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 4

If a Rate Record and a Rate Offering are configured with conflicting values in the same data elements, how does OTM



address this? 

A. OTM\\'s planning engine will run the solver for both settings, but only consider the least cost result. 

B. Such a conflict cannot exist in OTM. 

C. The Rate Offering will take priority over the Rate Record configuration. 

D. The Rate Record will take priority over the Rate Offering configuration. 

E. During planning, the user will have the option of indicating if OTM should prioritize either the Rate Offering or the
Rate Record setting. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is correcting regarding the OTM Parameter Set? 

A. There are less than 30 parameters that can be changed in the Default Parameter Set. 

B. If you want to create a Parameter Set, you must name it "DEFAULT". 

C. OTM allows only one Parameter Set, and it is stored in the PUBLIC domain. 

D. OTM allows more than one Parameter Set, but they must be stored in the PUBLIC domain. 

E. Parameter Sets are mandatory during Bulk planning. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://tms.caleres.com/html/help/webhelp/en/planning/power_data/planning/planning_parameters.htm 

 

QUESTION 6

What are SmartLinks used for in OTM? 

A. to navigate from one Group on the User Menu to another Group, without closing the active window 

B. to view related objects 

C. to access the Actions menu 

D. to create linkages for the User IDs from one child domain to an equal child domain 

E. to create linkages for the users IDs from one child domain to its parent domain, or the public domain 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7



Which object, when added to an Advanced Layout, will define the data that is seen when the user accesses the
advanced layout? 

A. Adding a Table 

B. Adding a Screen Set 

C. Adding a Panel Splitter 

D. Adding a Menu 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer has implemented OTM and has a requirement to have a selected menu to be displayed separately. 

How should you assign this to a user? 

A. Assign it in User Role ID. 

B. Assign it via Manage User Access. 

C. Assign it in User Preference and assign this preference to User. 

D. It is a customization that OTM does not support. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

What are two things that you can do in order to run a Bulk Plan that will not plan any multi-stop shipments? (Choose
two.) 

A. Create a Bulk Plan Set that specifies that only truckload orders should be created, and select that set for this Bulk
Plan. 

B. Create a Parameter Set that builds only direct or pool shipments. Select this parameter set as a constraint for your
Bulk Plan. 

C. The Bulk Plan option cannot be configured to run in this way; therefore, do not run the Bulk Plan option. 

D. Create a Parameter Set that builds only direct shipments. Select this parameter set as a constraint for your Bulk
Plan. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 10



The company Planner has a dual role (Planner and Documentation). 

In which two ways can you assign multiple roles to a user? 

A. Add Multiple Roles in User Manager. 

B. Add User Role Grants in User Role. 

C. Add Grantee user in the User Role. 

D. Add Access Control List in the User Roles. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You have created an agent that is supposed to generate an alert whenever an Order Release is created. Alerts are
generated when an Order Release is created using OTM\\'s UI screens, but not when the orders come into OTM via
integration. 

Where should you look within the agent configuration settings to troubleshoot and resolve this problem? 

A. Saved Conditions 

B. Restrictions 

C. Threshold ID 

D. User Role 

E. Data Type Association 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

What two types of data should you consider importing by using the CSV Import utility in OTM? (Choose two.) 

A. Transactional data 

B. EDI documents 

C. Rates 

D. Shipment Status Updates 

E. Static Data 

Correct Answer: AC 
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